
 

Scottish Sprint Championships 
Sat 3 Mar 2012 - Final Details 

 

Course Changes: Please note that due to high demand there 
is an extra course and the course numbering has changed 
 
Event format:  See SOA rules for Scottish Sprints.  Two races; cumulative time for both races to count.  
Five courses for each race with age classes assigned to a course.  All courses have an expected winning 
time (EWT) of 12 to 15 minutes.  Race 1 will be a punching start at published times from 11am to 12noon.  
Race 2, using a different area, will be a reverse chasing start at 30 second intervals (slowest runners go 
first).  Prize-giving will be shortly after the last runners finish race 2, hopefully about 2.30pm.  The finishes 
for both races and race 2 start are very close to registration, download, toilets. There will be some space for 
club tents near the race 1 finish and the race 2 start and there will be a tent to leave bags in – this will be 
unattended so competitors leave items there at their own risk.   
 
Terrain:  North Haugh and Langlands is classic Sprint O terrain; multiple buildings, un-crossable barriers, 
sports pitches, small woodlands and an arboretum, all interspersed with grass and paths. Virtually flat, 95% 
of running is on tarmac or mown grass so very fast running in all conditions. 
 
Map:  Updated in 2012.  1:4,000, ISSOM symbols and 5m contours. Waterproof and overprinted.  Maps will 
be A4 sized and not bagged.  Each map legend shows the special vegetation symbols (large tree, small 
tree and stump).  A purple line indicates a gate which may be open or closed but should be assumed as 
closed.  A route barred with a purple line is out of bounds even if the gate / door has been left open.  There 
will be a legend on course E maps.  A loose legend is attached to these details and should be printed and 
brought by any runner who needs it.   
 
Courses and Classes:  All BOF age classes will run on one of five courses: 
 
Course Race 1  Race 2  Classes   

A 3.3km run distance  3.3 km run distance  M18, M20, M21, M35, M40 W20, W21 

B 2.8km run distance 3.0 km run distance M16, M45, M50, M55   

C 2.7km run distance 2.8 km run distance M14, M60 W16, W18, W35, W40, W45, W50 

D 2.2km run distance 2.3 km run distance M65, M70, M75 W14, W55, W60, W65, W70, W75 

E 2.0km run distance 2.0 km run distance M10, M12 W10, W12 

 
Run distance:  All distances quoted are the run distance on the shortest route NOT the red line distance.   
 
Technical Difficulty:  The controls on all courses are TD3.  Course E uses the easiest controls and simple 
legs however in a complex built environment these courses will still have a TD of 2+.  It is expected that 
good yellow standard runners will be able to complete the courses.   
 
Officials:  Planner Clive Masson, ESOC  

     Controller Brian Porteous, FVO 
     Organiser Margaret Dalgleish, ESOC 

 
Parking and Access:  Parking will be signed from the 
roundabout on the A91 at the west end of St Andrews 
(NO498168).  Parking is in a car park and free.  Follow tapes 
250m to the event centre. Please note that the terrain left 
and right of this route is out of bounds.     
 
Registration:  Registration is 300m from parking.  
Registration open from 10.15am until 11.30am.  Hired SI 
units will be available for collection at Registration.  The start 
list for race 1 will be on Fabian4 and at Registration.  The start list for race 2 will be posted outside 
Registration as soon as the race 1 results are clear. 

http://www.scottish-orienteering.org/soa/page/scottish-sprint-orienteering-championships-rules-and-guidelines/
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=350102&Y=716932&A=Y&Z=120&ax=350102&ay=716932
http://www.fabian4.co.uk/start/list.aspx?EventID=600


Layout:  See sketch for starts, finishes and 
spectator area. This area will be very busy so 
please take care not to obstruct runners.  
 
Start - Race 1:  Start is 400m from Registration 
along a tarmac path which is also the warm up 
area.  All the ground either side of this route is out 
of bounds.  In race 1 the call up is at -3 and a 
blank map will be available at -2.    
 
Start - Race 2:  Start is 50m from Registration in the vicinity of the last control of race 1.  It will be set up 
once race 1 is finished.  It is the competitor’s responsibility to arrive for the start in time.  The call up will be 
in the format of creating five queues, one for each course, so that runners are in the correct order to start.  
Runners who miss their start time may be slotted into the order if there is a gap or will be held over to start 
2 minutes after the last scheduled runner has started. 
 
Control descriptions:  Control descriptions will be overprinted on the maps using IOF pictorial symbols 
and will be available loose in the start box for race 1 and before the beginning of the line-up for race 2.  For 
some controls on buildings the descriptions column will read something like ‘southwest building, northwest 
outside corner’.  As there is only one building in the circle this may seem to be wrong.  In this case the 
‘southwest’ refers to which of the two or more ‘northwest outside corners’ that are in the circle.  In every 
case the feature is in the centre of the circle and any other similar feature will be toward the edge of the 
circle.   
 
Controls:  The rule group exemption for Sprint races is applied; controls may be 15m apart on dissimilar 
features and 30m apart on similar features, this distance is actual walking distance so controls can be on 
opposite sides of the same linear feature.  Controls will be a mixture of standard T Bars and SI boxes fixed 
to vertical posts (such as drain pipes).  This allows controls to be placed on tarmac and reduces the chance 
that controls are knocked over or stolen.   
 
Finish and Download:  Runners should report directly to download in the order in which they finished. 
 
Timings:  Race 1 published starts on Fabian4  Race 2 starts from 1.30pm.  Prize giving will be about 
2.30pm. Course 1 closes 60 minutes after the last runner starts, Race 2 closes at 3pm.     
 
Timing:  Sportident timing will be used and SI cards are available to hire (free but with a £30 fee if lost). 
 
Entries:  Pre entry only. 
 
Sports pitches:  There are a few sports pitches marked as ‘out of bound’.  It is probable that there will be 
games being played during the event however to be fair to all runners the pitches remain out of bounds at 
half time or if the games are finished.  It is unfeasible to tape these pitches as out of bounds but they are 
clearly marked with white paint on the ground.  Competitors are reminded that in the spirit of fairness they 
should not take a shortcut over the pitches and so gain an advantage over other competitors.  An event 
marshal may be watching.   
 
Noise level:  The Race 1 start is adjacent to a student accommodation block.  The activity around the first 
start will be very early for some residents so please keep noise levels down and avoid peering into ground 
floor windows.  
 
Safety:  Courses cross very minor roads which will not be marshalled.  The event is suitable for runners of 
all ages.  Beware of pedestrians.  
 
Shadowing of Juniors:  Adults wishing to shadow a junior must run their own race first or declare 
themselves non-competitive.  Shadowing is only possible for race 1, but note the tight timings. 
 
Shoes:  As courses are routed over paving then shoes with metal spikes are prohibited. 
     

http://www.fabian4.co.uk/start/list.aspx?EventID=600


Urban orienteering access:  The following 
symbols are used to depict terrain which must 
not be entered or features which must not be 
crossed – irrespective of whether it is 
physically possible to cross them.   
 
Hedge symbol:  The ‘linear thicket’ 
symbol is used for hedges on the 
descriptions: 
 
Facilities:  Indoor toilets, showers, changing area.  All items left in the changing rooms are at the owners 
own risk. 
 
Results:  On the ESOC website as soon as possible after the event.   
 
First Aid:  Club first aiders will be in attendance at Registration / Download, the hospital is 1 mile from the 
event. 
 
Cancellation:  If the road conditions are seriously hazardous then the event may be cancelled.  The only 
underfoot conditions that will force cancellation is hard packed and frozen snow.  A cancellation will be 
advertised on the ESOC website at the earliest opportunity. 
 
Dogs:  Dogs are permitted in the car park area only.  Dogs are prohibited in buildings and sports pitches.   
 
Acknowledgements: The University of St Andrews is thanked for providing access to their grounds and 
parking for free. 
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